
“Synopsis Queen” Linda Joy Singleton is the author of over 55 children’s books
— and she LOVES to write synopses. 

In an hour Zoom or phone conversation, she’ll help edit your synopsis and
share submission advice. She’s sold PB, MG, and YA books to small, medium,
and large publishers. She’s spoken at many writing conference from Hawaii to
Florida, often giving her “Write a Synopsis in 30 minutes” workshop, which
includes a template to create a novel synopsis.

At the price of only $30.00 she’ll edit your synopsis and offer insights into the
publishing world for one hour.

Space is limited. As a bonus, she’ll share a PDF of her 4-steps to Writing a
Synopsis template which is usually only available at conferences/webinars. 

Schedule your affordable consultation by emailing ljscheer@yahoo.com with
SYNOPSIS CONSULTATION in the subject line.

SYNOPSIS QUEEN’S KIDLIT
CONSULTATIONS

Testimonials

Let’s talk about Writing Synopses!

I took Linda Joy Singleton’s SYNOPSIS WORKSHOP. As she walked through her process, I was
able to marry her structure for building a synopsis with my story idea, and left the
conference with a rough draft synopsis. Over the next several weeks I polished it, and then
my agent sent it to my editor and I was able to sell the second book to my publisher Holiday
House. I credit that workshop with helping me to quickly turn that idea into something both
workable and saleable. —Ena Jones
A great speaker and gives an extremely helpful workshop, full of concrete information that
attendees would be able to take home with them and use to improve their synopsis for more
success in their submission processes. —Verla Kay
Linda joy has spoken for the Nevada SCBWI region several times. She’s always well
prepared, enthusiastic, and full of information gleaned from her years of experience in our
business. Beyond that, she’s accessible, kind and follows up with participants if they
contact her. —Susie Williams

www.lindajoysingleton.com
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